
I am looking ard 'to the Bear Mountai 
because I would like to think that they a 

e .a constructive analysis o f t  
of u s  are worried about, 

To continue our success in the data p 
must  do significant innovation in addi 
mode of engineering in IBM, We must:  

(1 1 anticipate the end of the line on cost performance enhancement 
derived from the application' of higher speed components; with 

ext iteration we will finally begi see the law of dimin 
g returns from this particular engineering approach. 

anticipate the need for greater efficiency in the usage of the 
mass of hardware in an installation of data proc 
ment. With the present system design 
stands idle too much of the t ime.  

anticipate the need to be realistic about.the ne 
Engineer considerations in systems de 

anticipate new dimensions in teleprocessing a s  a means for in- 
creasing the overall efficiency of customer's operations . The 
communications world, based on narrow band audio frequency 
techniques, is finally being upset. Broad band techniques will 
change the teleprocessing climate completely. 
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need for a mem 
e long term and 

available at the moment, 

large data bases  to  systems wi 
urganizationally distributed lar 

suitable file hardware. 

relationship between manufacturing 

These and other similar features will characterize the successful data 
processing after the present 360-NS period. It is important that 
attention be drawn to the fact that these are the real Research and 
Engineering challenges , Somehow we must counteract the increasing 
trend toward exclusive emphasis in IBM on production engineer 

ill not provide the basis  for meeti of products that . Wemust be e that we do not settle back into the 
complacent atmosphere that locked u s  blindly to the punched card 
system when better techniques were obvious to  others, 


